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A_Sociality as a Model Figure of Ambiguity

_Abstract

Ambiguity has been the guiding motive of my queer theoretical considerations from 
the very beginning. Early on I propose to characterize queer politics through strate-
gies of undisambiguation or equivocation (VerUneindeutigung) rather than diversifi-
cation or abolishment of heteronormative sexual difference (Engel 2002). In the es-
say  I  will  reconstruct  the  different  epistemological  steps  from undisambiguation 
through queer politics of paradox to what I call today ‘queerness as lived ambigu-
ity’. I will explicate how the notion of ambiguity fulfills a double function in queer 
theory,  namely underlining ambiguity’s  livability  (multidimensional  identities  are 
neither stable nor coherent) and explaining its political potential (overcoming clear-
cut borders and simplified antagonisms). In the main part of the essay I will focus on 
a_sociality as figure of ambiguity, arguing that queerness as lived ambiguity goes 
along with an understanding of relationality and kinship defined by a continuum or 
simultaneity of sociality, anti-sociality, and asociality, named a_sociality. My thesis 
is that in avowing the ambiguity of a_sociality it becomes possible to move towards 
forms of cohabitation under conditions of social and global heterogeneity. However, 
a_sociality is defined not only by ambiguity but also by ambivalence. It is from this  
proximate though distinct relation that politics evolve. What Judith Butler (2020) 
discusses as an ethical attitude of ‘aggressive nonviolence’ turns out to be an am-
biguous term that fosters decisions that simultaneously acknowledge and overcome 
ambivalence.

1_Introduction

Being queerly social and cared for holds a promise of belonging. Belonging beyond 

heteronormativity and coercive normalcy.1 Yet social relations, no matter how queer 

they are, are never devoid of indifference, unpredictability, aggression, conflict, or the 

risk and reality of violence.2 It is illusory to hope for safe spaces, pure peacefulness or 

pleasure in bonding and care without aggression or messiness.3 Therefore, I present 

queerness as lived ambiguity and argue that it goes along with an understanding of re-

lationality and kinship defined by what I call a_sociality: a continuum or simultaneity 

of sociality, anti-sociality, and asociality. This essay will discuss ambiguity through 

the lens of a_sociality. In order to capture ambiguity as a political terminology, I will  

draw on a_sociality as a model figure. My thesis is that only in avowing the ambigu-

ity of a_sociality it becomes possible to move towards forms of cohabitation that ac-

knowledge social and global heterogeneity. However, the question is how ambiguity 

unfolds its political potential, and what is its reach. Ambiguating fixed categories un-

dermines normative orders. Though, does it also provide for complexity? And does 

providing for complexity also challenge hierarchies and social inequalities? Which 
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forms of violence, if any, are targeted by ambiguity? And how do ethical dilemmas 

and struggles over justice find recognition?

2_From Strategies of Undisambiguation to Queer Politics of Paradox

From early on, ambiguity has been the guiding motive of my queer theoretical consid-

erations. My proposition to characterize queer politics through strategies of undisam-

biguation or equivocation (VerUneindeutigung)4 rather than diversification, normal-

ization, abolishment, or generalization of (gender and sexual) difference, still informs 

my current thinking. While today I tend to use the term queering, undisambiguating 

and equivocating  hold  slightly  different  connotations:  the  former  underlining  that 

what gets ambiguated has, indeed, some earlier time been disambiguated and now 

needs a reverse process; the latter implying what I later call programmatically ‘taking 

pleasure in confusion.’5 However, already in Wider die Eindeutigkeit (Against Unam-

bguity) my focus was on arguing that a non-normative queer politics needs to sub-

scribe to simultaneous processes of denormalizing and dehierarchizing social  rela-

tions in order to challenge structural inequalities, discrimination and violence in all its 

expressions.6 In particular, when critically analysing mutual implications of neoliberal 

and queer politics,7 it became necessary to understand how normalizing diversity and 

turning certain individualized modes of difference into social capital  asks for new 

forms of resistance.

This was when I came up with a queer politics of paradox. In “Desiring Tensions,” 

I suggest understanding the paradox as an intermediate figure that can be either antag-

onized into a  contradiction  or relativized into  ambiguity,  or taken as a thoroughly 

non-identitarian  figure in its own right.8 The political potential lies in the fact that 

paradox,  contradiction,  and ambiguity  do  not  need to  be  played out  against  each 

other, but may combine as context-specific strategies of hegemonic struggles: In a sit-

uation organized through rigid normative closures, (undis)ambiguation would be the 

choice, because it creates space for prohibited or disavowed plurality and complexity. 

Under conditions of socio-historical normalization or even celebration of depoliti-

cized diversity, it would rather be necessary to antagonize the field and point out con-

tradictions that legitimize power inequalities and domination under the guise of ne-

oliberal individualism. Politics of paradox allows shifting between these options of 

ambiguizing and antagonizing, without one or the other claiming final, all-encom-
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passing answers. The paradox seen as a dual figure of circular (rather than linear) ten-

sion furthermore provides an ideal tool of reworking rigid binary orders into dynamic 

constellations, where elements of the two combine, merge, and create thirds or multi-

plicities. This is, what Xairong Xiang in referring to gender orders calls transdualism, 

or either/and,9 or what Cynthia Weber calls plural logoi that depend on the ability of 

upholding the simultaneity of  and/or  (rather than  either/or) in understanding social 

realities as social complexities.10 Both authors are taking seriously the ongoing rele-

vance and persuasiveness of the male/female dualism, while neither fixing it nor iso-

lating it from what is beyond, including its own otherness, and Other of the Other.11

Thus, for politics of paradox ambiguity plays a particular,  though subordinated 

role. In this article, however, I would like to invite ambiguity center stage, and this 

also, because I have recently coined the definition that queerness is lived ambiguity.12 

I wish to explicate how the notion of ambiguity fulfils a double function in queer the-

ory, namely underlining ambiguity’s livability and explaining how its potential for 

subverting clear-cut borders and simplified antagonisms initiates taking pleasure in 

complexity, confusion, and even conflict.13 Lived ambiguity takes seriously the inter-

sectional  critique  of  anti-identitarian  queer  theory,  insisting  that  multidimensional 

identities are neither stable nor coherent, but are exactly the position from where in-

tersectional politics fights complex and sometimes contradictory relations of power 

and discrimination.14 Sharing ambiguous identities in social inter- and intra-action15 

may not only acknowledge complexity, but, indeed, invite conflictual heterogeneity. 

Yet, how are conflicts dealt with in ways that simultaneously provide for open futures 

(securing a multiplicity of perspectives, and multiple worlds) and for justice (over-

coming social and global inequalities, domination, and violence)?

While fostering complexity, multiplicity, and open futures through the epistemic, 

aesthetic, and semiotic potential of ambiguity, politics nevertheless consists of taking 

decisions under conditions of undecidability.16 How does one come to a decision? 

What is it that enables and justifies limiting possibilities, saying yes to certain values, 

interests and desires, and saying a decisive no to others? I will later argue, that for this 

matter it needs a distinction between ambiguity and ambivalence. For the moment, 

however, let me stop over at queerness as lived ambiguity.
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3_Queerness as Lived Ambiguity

In order to avoid the traps of minority politics I, for long, insisted that queer is neither 

an adjective nor a noun, but a verb.17 If one, however, asserts the figure of the para-

dox, one may very well embrace queerness as a noun and declare queer as being in-

habited by a circular dynamic that leads to a continuous shifting between queerness 

and queering. Thus, while queerness will not stabilize as an identity category, it can 

nevertheless be claimed as an embodied subjectivity, a self-concept, or a way of exis-

tence. When I suggest that queerness is lived ambiguity, my idea is to create an inter-

twinement  of  queerness  and  queering,  an  ongoing  stabilizing  as  queerness  while 

destabilizing through queering. Rather than proposing this in primarily discursive or 

epistemic terms,  the verb ‘to  live’ indicates the embodied character  of  queerness/

queering. In pointing here towards the intersubjective tension between othering and 

self-description as well as desire’s inherent tension between bonding and assertive-

ness, it becomes clear that queerness as lived ambiguity also takes up and refines no-

tions of queer sociality. Queerness can be the effect of power relations and normative 

institutions,  also  called  heteronormativity.  As such,  it  can  be a  source  of  pain  or 

shame, or it can be taken up with defiance or pride. The latter means that queerness 

can be subverted by queering. It can, however, also be the effect of queering in the 

first place: of a process or practice that results in queerness as the effect of disrupting 

the rule of normalcy in any specific context.

Queering, when I use the term as a political strategy, means an aesthetic_epistemic 

practice that makes use of language, imagery, or embodiment in order to subvert or 

disrupt the rule of normalcy18 — and often so through taking pleasure in complexity 

and confusion. Hereby queering works on the interplay of power, desire, and truth. 

Each of these terms is embraced by ambiguity: power as a mode of dominance and 

oppression as well as resistance and transformation; desire as drawing but also break-

ing connections, herein respectively supporting or undermining powerful normalcies; 

truth as a claim of singularity versus universality, of absoluteness versus socio-histori-

cal relativity. While the interplay of desire and power can also be found in Deleuze/

Guattari’s desiring-machines19 or  the de- and reterritorializing of assemblages,20 in 

processes of queering it is what fosters ambiguity as a source of pleasure.21 However, 

taking pleasure in complexity and confusion is not an end in itself. Neither of the 

terms mentioned above stabilizes in a single meaning, promises purity or simple an-
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swers, nor is, indeed, immune against domination and violence. So, how can ambigu-

ity’s potential of disrupting clear-cut borders, homogenized identities, or one-dimen-

sional truth be activated towards fostering equality, freedom, and justice? How is this 

going to happen under conditions defined by structural violence?

These are questions at the heart of queer politics that refer to queerness as  lived 

ambiguity as well as to queering embraced by ambiguity and, indeed to the way queer 

sociality is organized and strives towards providing alternatives to relationships and 

institutions  ruled  by  normalcy.  While  queerness  is  transgressing  hetero-  (and 

homo-)normative and hierarchized understandings of temporal development and so-

cial location,22 and queer care is happening despite dependency or messiness,23 Eliza-

beth Povinelli is cautioning us, that this is by no means a promise of overcoming the 

histories of violence and structural inequalities that condition our friendships and inti-

macies.24 Yet, when ambiguously perceiving the  proximity  of the other as unbridge-

able separateness, there is nevertheless a chance of facing violence conjointly. This, 

of course, would not change the fact that we take incompatible positions in suffering 

and perpetuating structural violence, as Povinelli argues in sharing experiences of her 

friendship as a white academic with Ruby Yarrowin, an indigenous elder from the 

Northern territories of Australia. José E. Muñoz develops a similar argument when 

talking about “queerness as the incalculable,”25 asking for relationships that allow for 

“sharing the unshareable”26 and “a relational schema that is based not on commensu-

rable singularities, instead on a vaster commons of the incommensurable. [And still, 

the]  crisscrossing  trajectories  of  singular  being  are  certainly  full  of  violent  colli-

sion.”27 In order to take seriously such intimacy of pleasure and pain, aggression and 

love, bonding and violence, I suggest using the term a_sociality. A_sociality is a con-

cept meant to embrace ambiguity.

4_A_Sociality

A_sociality names sociality as being entangled with indifference, aggression, and vio-

lence. The underscore signifies a continuum between social and asocial, which never 

simply shifts to one extreme or the other. The term takes seriously the fact that vio-

lence cannot be overcome but remains an everlasting potential, due to the aftermath 

of  violent  histories  but  also  to  a  psychic  tension  of  self-assertion  and bonding.28 

Nonetheless, nonviolence is also an option that will not be lost but, when practiced as 
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bodily endurance or collective resistance, reminds us that change and repair remain 

possible.29 Furthermore, a_sociality connotes and contains the anti-social, acknowl-

edging that life does not necessarily strive for preservation or even some theological 

kind of development or progress. Emphatic nihilism or negativity, or what psycho-

analysis calls the death drive, are as much part of social worlds, or of cohabitation as 

are love, and care, and hope.

From a queer perspective, a_sociality is also the terrain where a dynamic interplay 

of power and desire draws well-known or new and unexpected connections. Desire as 

movement and mode of connectivity is a decisive force of what I term a_sociality.30 

Desire can surely be a conservative force, which justifies (violent or seductive) appro-

priation and domination of the so-called object of desire. Yet, queer(ed) desire re-ori-

ents itself towards “the Other of the Other”31 — not the one whom we wish to possess 

and control, but whom or which we will never fully know, who or which further un-

settles our already contradictory, puzzling selves. A process one may also experience 

when sharing into Lauren Berlant’s and Lee Edelman’s conversation in  Sex, or the  

Unbearable.32

A_sociality is a decisively ambiguous concept, grown out of contradictory posi-

tions in queer theory: Queerness is sometimes presented as promising new forms of 

sociality, which overcome heteronormative restraints; queerness also stands in for ir-

resolvable alterity. Edelman’s anti-social thesis, which under the title  No Future  in-

vokes queerness as an embrace of negativity rather than a path towards viability,33 in-

habits a_sociality as much as José E. Muñoz’s  Cruising Utopia, which insists that 

“we must dream and enact new and better pleasures, other ways of being in the world, 

and ultimately new worlds.”34

Extensive debates took place over  the question what  kind of  politics,  or  none, 

evolve from positions for or against the so-called anti-social turn.35 A_sociality eludes 

the alternative of social or anti-social. It does, nonetheless, insist on political transfor-

mations without negating negativity. It dares to claim, redefine, and queer the deroga-

tory term asociality, countering its devastating and often deadly biopolitical use. If the 

term ‘asocial’ has the function to secure a terrain of assumed sociality through dis-

avowing what is called asocial or, for that matter, perverse, could it be that destigma-

tizing the so-called asocial helps turning aggression into political anger36 and provoke 

structural change?
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On the background of histories of colonialism, racism, sexual violence, genocides, 

and eugenics one cannot assume that relationships will ever be free from tensions and 

conflicts. Yet, this is exactly why it is challenging to invent practices that acknowl-

edge the aggressions and histories of violence that form our intimate, social, global, 

and planetary relationships. However, the question remains: Does upholding ambigu-

ity find a limit, if structural change (of a rule of normalcy, an oppressive law, an insti-

tutional hierarchy, systemic inequality or violence) is desired and meant to happen? In 

politics, or in social situations of striving for justice, decisions need to be taken, and 

one can find criteria why one decision is more convincing or more just than another, 

even though these criteria remain contested. Ambiguity of meaning or multiplicity of 

perspectives make sure that there is no universal answer and the future remains open 

to further contestations. However, concerning the concrete decision it is competing 

wishes or desires, a collision of values, or doubts concerning the effects, in short, am-

bivalence rather than an ambiguity organizing the field. My thesis is that upholding 

ambivalence might be as useful as upholding ambiguity in order to avoid premature 

closures of — psychic or social — conflicts,37 but in order to secure agency, ambigu-

ity and ambivalence should not be taken as synonymous. Ambivalence ‘asks’ for a de-

cision — even if it is postponed or rejected.

5_Ambiguity and Ambivalence

Why do I think it useful to distinguish between ambivalence and ambiguity, when 

considering the politics of a_sociality? The multiple, sometimes contradictory, mean-

ings that characterize the ambiguity of a term, a phenomenon, or a situation, do not 

hold the option of decision. Ambiguity, a semiotic, aesthetic and political term refers 

to  an  inherent  complexity:  Foregrounding  one  meaning  does  not  wipe  out  the 

other(s). Concerning politics, contexts fetishizing unambiguity, homogeneity, reduced 

complexity, simple truths, and clear-cut borders are ready to ignore or supress ambi-

guity. Queerness teaches us that ambiguities are not simply given, but can be brought 

about. Ambiguity invites shifting perspectives — though, not in order to settle for 

one.38 We have to take ambiguity into consideration when taking a decision. However, 

the decision does not change the fact that ambiguity exists.

Ambivalence, in comparison, consists of (two or more) options, between which it 

seems hard to decide, yet, in principle, a decision is possible. The decision is hard, be-
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cause different options seem equally valid, or valid for competing reasons. Given this, 

ambivalence names a psycho-social state of inner conflict over values or wishes. This 

might be a psychic tension of love and hate, or a social or political conflict resulting 

from struggles over justice, for example under conditions of limited resources: How 

to decide when there are various needs of different people, and not all can be fulfilled; 

or if there are contradictory needs of the same person in tension with each other; e.g. 

a need for help and a need for self-reliance? Furthermore, the inner psychic strife of 

ambivalence may hold a political dimension: An inner conflict between self-interest 

and care, between fear and admiration may play out on the political floor of institu-

tions, nation states or global relations, possibly turning from ambivalence to aggres-

sion and from aggression to war. Taking a decision for one option or another, influ-

ences the dynamic. Even though the ambivalence may very well persist after a deci-

sion is taken.39

Miriam Haller provides a clear distinction between ambivalence as double value 

(Doppelwertigkeit) and ambiguity as double meaning (Doppeldeutigkeit), the former 

a term of psychology, the latter one of linguistics.40 Then, however, she undermines 

the distinction through constructing a mimetic, or at least functional connection be-

tween them. In Haller’s account ambivalence and ambiguity are two aspects of the 

same process of deconstruction. They are not the same but supporting each other: 

Ambiguity is either an expression of ambivalence, or ambivalence is the performative 

effect of ambiguity.41 In referring to Derrida’s deconstruction and Butler’s concept of 

performativity this allows Haller to develop a powerful argument for breaking up hi-

erarchical binarisms. The term ambivalence becomes important in this context be-

cause it allows focusing on hierarchies of value, on denigration and exclusion inher-

ent to binary oppositions.42 This is helpful and convincing in order to understand the 

potential of deconstruction, because it underlines the interplay of linguistic (ambigu-

ity)  and psychological  (ambivalence)  dimensions.  For  poststructuralist  politics  (or 

ethical practices concerned with doing justice) however, I would argue that it needs a 

tension between ambiguity and ambivalence rather than a mimetic or supportive rela-

tion. The ethico-political paradigm of poststructuralism is not simply about undecid-

ability, but about taking decisions under conditions of undecidability. Therefore, my 

suggestion would be to conceptualize a paradoxical tension between ambiguity and 
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ambivalence that allows for cherishing a multiplicity of meanings while taking a deci-

sion — and this, without necessarily overcoming the ambivalence.

Looking at ambivalence and ambiguity in relation to a_sociality I would argue that 

in talking about livability and political potential it is important that a_sociality simul-

taneously captures the psychic inner strife and intellectual doubt of ambivalence as 

well as the readiness for polysemy and multiple perspectives characteristic of ambi-

guity. In order to recognize power inequalities and not prematurely let them define the 

field, it might be useful to uphold ambivalence, ambiguity and conflict, at least for a 

while. However, in order to transform power inequalities and provide structural and 

systematic change, it is necessary to overcome ambivalence, while upholding ambi-

guity, to take decisions and resolve a conflict in a way that systematically guarantees 

a more just, less violent world.

6_Aggressive Nonviolence

In The Force of Nonviolence Judith Butler construct their argument around the am-

biguous term aggressive nonviolence.43 Nonviolence is not about peacefulness, “is not 

refraining from committing violence, but […] a sustained commitment, even a way of 

rerouting aggression for the purpose of affirming ideals of equality and freedom.”44 

Yet, in order to foster nonviolence, Butler also asks us to engage with “ambivalence 

[…] as psychic feature[s] of social  relations.”45 Thus,  ambiguity and ambivalence 

combine in Butler’s argument, yet without ever being equated. According to Butler, 

we struggle with ambivalence, e.g. the ambivalence of love and hate, of self-assertion 

and bonding, and will never fully overcome it. This is, because ambivalence in psy-

cho-social life is due to interdependency and vulnerability, a common feature of life 

not limited to childhood. It is not only forceful resistance that turns aggressive nonvi-

olence into an ambiguous term, but also the fact that there is an ambivalence in nonvi-

olence,  which commits  itself  to  vulnerability  and interdependency,  but  “expresses 

rage, indignation, and aggression.”46 It carries the risk of becoming violent itself, but 

simultaneously holds the promise of turning rage into political resistance. If going 

along with an egalitarian imaginary, nonviolence is the practice of the disenfranchised 

or marginalized transforming power inequalities. Yet, how do we know that an egali-

tarian imaginary is driving aggressive nonviolence, how can we be sure that it is af-
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firming ideals of equality and freedom, particularly, if ambivalence is ever present as 

is the risk of aggression turning into violence?

The term a_sociality may capture well the ambiguity of aggressive nonviolence, 

and also draws attention to ambivalence. However, in order to not only recognize but 

work on ethical dilemmas and struggles over justice it needs a confrontation with the 

call for decision inherent to ambivalence, and to account for the decision (that might 

turn out to be preliminary, doubtful, or even wrong). In case of conflict — in the 

mode of inner strife, an agonistic social, or full-scale war — aggressive nonviolence 

may inhabit a_sociality with a readiness to take decisions under conditions of unde-

cidability. These decisions can only be estimated a posteriori from their results, and 

those results are not to be found in individuals, their intentions, aims, and practices, 

but in interdependent social relations.

7_Conclusion

A_sociality not only describes but insists on the necessity of calling out discrimina-

tions and transforming complex power inequalities, structures of domination, and sys-

tematic violence. My considerations on a_sociality lead me to the conclusion that am-

biguity and ambivalence need to be distinguished while being acknowledged in their 

interplay. Both can be cherished for creating confusion, which may function as pro-

ductive moment in challenging power relations. While ambiguity provides a pathway 

towards taking pleasure in complexity and bearing conflictual heterogeneity, ambiva-

lence carries the chance of taking decisions under conditions of psychic conflict or in-

tellectual doubt — striving towards justice while upholding a future’s openness. Con-

fusion, be it gained from ambivalence or ambiguity, combines emotional (psychic) 

and mental (intellectual) dimensions. Making sense of a situation needs facing both. 

Yet, facing them also means figuring out potential reactions and their presumed out-

comes — a context-specific and power-sensitive agency answering to a particular sit-

uation.

If one anticipates how one’s action or a collective practice, how a specific mea-

sure, the reorganising of a field, or the reconceptualizing of a so-called truth may con-

tribute to un_learning violence, reducing inequalities, providing for gains in global 

justice and shared freedom, then ambivalence can (and should) be overcome through 
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taking a decision. While this might or might not be the end of doubt and inner strife, 

it undoubtedly rearranges a constellation of a_sociality.
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